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Abstract
Steel packaging remains an important mean by which foodstuffs and other products can be stored safely for a prolonged
period of time. The industry is being challenged by the dual legislative pressures which require the elimination of Chrome
(VI) from the manufacturing process and the elimination of bisphenol A as a component from the lacquer system. Initial
indications suggest lower adhesive performance, and it has been postulated that thermal treatment may be a mean of improving adhesion. Three substrates (two current and one future) were physically and chemically characterized prior and post
treatment and the resultant impact of adhesion was quantified. The net impact of the thermal treatment is that it increases the
adhesion of the lacquer on the surface. As there is minimal change in the physical characteristics of the surface, the authors
propose that this is a result of changes in the chemical surface species, particularly the increase in the oxidic nature of each
of the substrates which provides additional bonding sites for the organic species in the lacquer. These trends are observed
for current substrate materials as well as next generation Chrome VI free substrate. Next generation replacement substrate
materials perform better than current materials for dry adhesion while next generation bisphenol A non-intent lacquer materials perform poorer than the current epoxy phenolic materials.
Keywords Metal packaging · Thermal treatment · Chrome III · Adhesion · BPA
Abbreviations
ECCS	Electro-coated chromic steel
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DOS	Dioctyl sebacate
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Introduction
Steel packaging is an important mean of protecting and
preserving foodstuffs, providing significant improvements
in product lifetime and providing physical protection for
the product. Steel packaging has classically been protected
via either tinplating, or for the past 30 years electrolytic
chromium coated steel (ECCS). ECCS (also called tin free
steel—TFS) was developed in the 1980s for the lacquered
can market due to cost savings because it requires a much
thinner coating to provide comparative protection. ECCS is
manufactured using Chrome VI which has approximately
10–30 nm coating of chromium/chromium oxide, whereas
tinplate require a 1-µm or higher tin coating thickness [19,
20]. In addition to these commercial substrates, new substrates are being developed as a result of the European
directive on packaging material [22] which limits the use
of Chrome (VI) which is an inherent part of current ECCS
and tinplate passivation processing. Legislative pressure
[14] is also leading the industry to move away from wellestablished epoxy phenolic lacquers towards materials which
are deemed BPA free.
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With both current and future material sets, there is an
increasing amount of can decoration. When a printed pattern (for branding or product information) is applied to the
external of a can, it is common to print this surface first
before applying the lacquer which is to be in contact with
the contents. This is preferable in the food packaging industry as possible contamination of the food contact surface
is minimised. The curing of the external surface therefore
subjects the inner surface to an additional 15 min of thermal treatment at 200 °C compared to a substrate where the
external surface is not printed. Informal reports have hinted
at changes in adhesion, but there is no evidence in the public
domain literature. There is some evidence that thermal treatment, even at moderate temperatures, can induce changes
in the surface chemical species and as these species lie at
the metal/lacquer interface this may explain the beneficial impact of this practice in improving substrate/lacquer
adhesion.
There is a limited amount of literature which is relevant
to the present study and this largely reflects the mature status
of the materials and product. Where the literature exists, this
has primarily examined the impact of other variables, such
as manufacturing, surface treatment or coating composition.
The method of tinplate passivation has been shown to result
a change in tinplate surface chemistry and subsequently on
lacquer adhesion [2]. Dry and wet adhesion (the adhesion
after exposure to high temperature steam of the foodstuff
cooking process) between lacquer systems and tinplate
substrates has been investigated [1] using EIS but this did
not examine any thermal pretreatment. The presence of this
DOS oil (dioctyl sebacate) which protects the surface from
immediate oxidation and provides a lubricating surface) and
the level of tin oxide on the surface has been shown to significantly affect tinplate substrate wetting [18], although no
adhesion was considered. A post coating bake was found to
improve UV coating adhesion with the improvement being
attributed to improved bonding within the organic lacquer
[11].
Few studies on ECCS substrates have examined surface lacquer adhesion although its corrosion properties are
widely reported [26]. The dearth of literature on adhesion

can be attributed to the excellent performance of the material
with high levels of adhesion with epoxy phenolic lacquers
reported [16], even under high strain [3, 5]. The substrate
is also highly compatible with PET laminates [5, 27]. Any
future material combinations imposed by EU legislation ideally need to meet the performance standards of ECCS and
epoxy combination.
The literature has highlighted that there is a limited
amount of information on the adhesion of novel lacquers
and substrates and the means by which these may be used
to improve any reductions in adhesion. The effect of thermal loading, which acts effectively as a pretreatment, has
not been determined for current, let alone future substrates.
Thus, there exists a knowledge gap in that the effect of this
common temperature treatment (whether desired) is not
known for common metal packaging substrates. There is
therefore novel value in undertaking an experimental study
to establish the relative adhesion performance of current
and future substrate/lacquer combinations and whether the
200 °C required for curing the printed outside lacquer acts
as a pretreatment. The aim of the study was to establish
adhesion performance and to examine the role of thermal
treatment on current and future lacquer combinations, and
to determine the mechanisms by which a change in performance may occur through examination of the substrate surface structural and chemical characteristics.

Materials and Methods
To cover the widest possible range of packaging materials,
three substrates were investigated in the study; tinplate with
311 passivation, electro-chromic coated steel (ECCS) and
TCCT (Trivalent Chromium Coating Technology, based on
Cr3+ salts), Table 1. The first two represent commercially
mature substrates while the latter is a the development substrate where Chrome VI has been eliminated from the substrate processing and replaced with Chrome III. Within each
substrate type, samples were chosen such that they possessed
similar surface finishes and were intended for similar market
applications. Two commercial lacquer systems, Vitalure 345

Table 1  Summary of substrates and lacquers
Material

Name

Description

Substrate

311 passivated tinplate
Electro-chromic coated steel (ECCS)
Trivalent chromium coating technology (TCCT)
Vitalure 345
White anhydride
Bisphenol—A non-intent (BPANI)

Tinplate-coated steel coated with 8.4 g/m2 of tin and chrome VI passivated
Chrome-coated steel produced using a Chrome VI solution
Chrome-coated steel produced using a Chrome III solution
Epoxy phenolic lacquer
Pigmented epoxy phenolic lacquer
A polyester based lacquer where bisphenol-A has not been intentionally
added to the formulation

Lacquer
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from AkzoNobel and Akzo Nobel white anhydride epoxy,
were used as the lacquer and all subsequent curing steps
were carried out in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations. These represent commercial systems, and
are therefore representative of common industrial practice.
In addition, a development formulation of a BPANI coating
was used. In a BPANI lacquer, BPA may be present in trace
volumes but it is not intentionally added to the formulation.
This BPANI lacquer does not represent a fully commercial
system but a pre-commercial release development product.
Substrate samples were put through a 3-m Thieme belt
dryer and were subjected to an air temperature of 200 °C
with a dryer residence time of 15 min. This is identical to the
process which is used in an industrial environment. Samples
were passed through the dryer as supplied with the rolling
oil and without any cleaning. The lacquer was subsequently
deposited using an RK automatic Meyer bar coating system which resulted in a coating thickness of approximately
10 μm which is comparable to that which is produced in an
industrial scenario. The lacquer was cured by passage of the
substrate through the dryer under identical conditions to the
pretreatment.
Adhesion characterization carried out using a Sheen
Instruments BS3359 scratch tester was operated in accordance with ISO 1518 [7]. A steel stylus was used where the
point of adhesive failure being defined by the mass load
required to provide the electrical continuity between the tool
and the substrate. This method was chosen as other methods
for examining the adhesion between the lacquer and substrate did not prove to be satisfactory for the study. The “pull
off” and Erichsen dome tests [4, 10] imparted significant
plastic deformation/substrate failure in the thin substrate
prior to adhesion failure. The cross hatch tape test [6] was
found to provide unsatisfactory variability between samples,
and subsequently did not provide a meaningful objective
metric of adhesion. Measurements were taken in the rolling
direction.
Surface and near surface chemical analysis was carried
out using a Kratos Axis Ultra at TATA Steel IJmuiden. The
data were then analysed using CasaXPS. The A
 r+ etch was
set at 4 keV 20 mA with a 3 × 3 mm spot size. Measurements were carried out beyond the temperature of the normal curing temperature of 200 °C to ensure that changes
which may occur close to the normal curing temperature
would impact the results. XPS measurements on all substrates were carried out in air so that they would best mimic
the pretreatment process. XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) measurements on the ECCS substrate were also
carried out in a UHV (Ultra high vacuum of 1 × 10−9 mbar)
to investigate the effect of the atmosphere during heating.
XRD (X-ray diffraction) characterisation was carried out on
a Bruker D8 using measurements taken in 2θ mode between

20° and 110°. Substrate free surface energy was measured
using a first ten Angstroms 1000 droplet analyser utilizing
DI water, ethylene glycol and diiodomethane as liquids with
calculation of the polar and dispersive elements using the
best practice methods [21, 25]. Surface roughness was measured using a Veeco NT200 white light interferometer over a
305 × 232 μm area with each pixel representing 0.415 μm.

Results
Physical and Structural Characterization
The impact of the rolling is to impart non isotropy in the
surface with peaks and valleys running in a direction parallel
to the rolling direction, Fig. 1a–f. Similar surface structures
are observed with the ECCS and TCCT substrates as this is
predominately dictated by the finishing roller surface characteristics, Fig. 1a–d. There is no discernible change in the
topological characteristics beyond which can be attributed
to measurement position within the sample. The surface
of the tinplate is somewhat smoother with areas of lower
gradients in the valleys, associated with tin reflow process which occurs after tin deposition, but prior to chrome
passivation, Fig. 1e, f. The impact of thermal exposure is
minimal with each substrate showing only subtle changes
in structure between the surface uncoated and thermally
treated to 200 °C. No measureable difference in surface finish (as defined by Ra) was observed between the unheated
and heated samples beyond the variability observed between
areas on the same sample, Fig. 1g.
Further SEM (Scanning electron microscopy) microstructural examination of the substrates shows subtle changes
between the untreated and heat-treated surfaces. This was
not deemed to be significant given the natural local variations between areas on the substrate, Fig. 2. Generally, the
changes observed were less noticeable than natural variations observed between individual topographic areas on any
sheet.
The primary instance of differences between the pretreated and untreated substrates was observed on the 311
tinplate, Fig. 3a. Thermal treatment results in some evidence
of FeSn2 growth at the peaks through the tin surface.
There is a greater, but not large, discrepancy between
the untreated and treated subsurface structure Fig. 4. For
ECCS, Fig. 4a, there is a slight structural change in the
unit cell with the peak at 45° increasing and the peak at
65° decreasing in size relative to the peak at 82°. On the
TCCT substrate, the Cr and iron peaks at 45°, 65° and
82°, respectively, remain more or less constant, Fig. 4b.
The TCCT substrate does, however, experience a structural
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(a) ECCS

(b) ECCS Thermally treated

(c) TCCT

(d) TCCT Thermally treated

(e) 311 Passivated Tinplate

(f) 311 Passivated Tinplate Thermally

treated
450
400
350

Ra (nm)

300
250

Unheated

200

Heated

150
100
50
0
ECCS

TCCT

Tinplate

(g) Overall change in the
Fig. 1  a–f Sample surface topologies for each substrate before and after treatment and g the impact of thermal treatment on mean surface roughness
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ECCS

(a) Unheated

(b) Thermally treated

TCCT

(c) Unheated

(d) Thermally treated

311

(e) Unheated

(f) Thermally treated

Tinplate
Fig. 2  Examples of surface structures observed under scanning electron microscopy for ECCS; a unheated, b heated, TCCT c unheated, d
heated to 200 °C and 311 passivated tinplate e unheated, f heated to 200 °C

change in the surface with the carbide response increasing
at 38° and decreasing at 80°. This implies that the metastable material which is only partially crystalline and that
the effect of the temperature to increase crystallinity. For
the tinplate substrate, there is a reduction of the peak for

tin at 32° due to the reflowing of the material alongside a
slight decrease in the tin peak at 62°, Fig. 4c.
For the current substrates there is a minimal change
in the physical characteristics of the ECCS substrate and
only subtle changes in the tinplate substrate due to some
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FeSn2

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3  A comparison of surfaces observed on tinplate when a unheated and b thermally treated

evidence of F
 eSn 2 growth. The primary finding for the
developmental substrate is the growth of the carbide layer
near the surface.

Surface Chemical Characterization
Surface species provide the binding surface for the organic
lacquer and thus plays an important role in determining
lacquer adhesion [23]. Each substrate experiences some
changes in surface chemistry over the temperature range
considered, Fig. 5. For clarity, compounds with proportions
less than 2% are omitted while the labels “OH” and “Oxide”
represent the hydroxyl and oxidic species which are associated with the chrome [Cr2O3 and Cr(OH)3], respectively.
The surface of the ECCS substrate is dominated by
hydroxide species, Fig. 5a, b. In air, the structural hydroxide within the chromium hydroxide remains stable until
around 100 °C and then decreases as the temperature is
increased. At 200 °C, the chromium hydroxide is reduced
by around 12% with a complimentary increase in the
surface oxide species. The water of hydration within the
chromium structure is activated via thermal treatment,
leading to the creation of a coordinated –OH network on
the surface of the material for subsequent bonding within
a chromium network. This olation process at the surface
is followed by an oxolation process, with increased formation of Cr2O3 species [15]. The imposition of vacuum
results in lower initial chromium hydroxide levels on the
surface and earlier transition of the chromium hydroxide
to chromium oxide, Fig. 5b. Thus, both temperature and
partial pressure play a role in determining the thermodynamic stability of the chromium hydroxide species and
the process of olation and oxolation to form the chrome
oxide. There is significantly lower chromium hydroxide
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with the novel passivated TCCT material compared to the
ECCS substrate, Fig. 5b. The rate of hydroxide to oxide
conversion is relatively low at temperatures below 200 °C
but becomes rapid beyond 200 °C. For the 311 tinplate,
oxidation of the tin is clearly evident with a rapid increase
in tin oxide growth as the temperature increases, Fig. 5c.
The growth in oxide is a result of the thermal dehydration
of the hydroxide which undergoes a corresponding reduction in relative abundance [13].
While the surface dictates the lacquer/substrate bonding,
adhesion failure can be a result of changes in the subsurface,
e.g. growth in brittle metal oxide layers. For this reason, further analysis of the near subsurface via depth profiling XPS
through the substrate at room temperature and at 200 °C was
carried out. For each substrate, the thermal regime has an
impact on the subsurface chemistry, Fig. 6. By examining
the change in chrome level (shown in green) between the
unheated and heated samples then it is possible to identify
the extent to which the high temperature exposure alters
the near surface chemical composition. For ECCS there
is a reduction in chrome level to 8 nm below the surface
with a greater oxidation in the near surface layers, Fig. 6a,
b. For the ECCS substrate, the results at room temperature
show a similar structure to that measured in the literature [8]
although this work provides a more detailed through layer
composition map. The change in chrome layer between
the unheated and heated samples for the TCCT substrate
is proportionally larger than that observed with the ECCS
substrate, Fig. 6c, d with the TCCT also exhibiting chrome
oxidation. The primary difference between the ECCS and
TCCT substrate in the sub surface layers is the presence
of significant carbide proportions in the near surface area
with the TCCT which are not present with the ECCS. With
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25

interesting result as the nominal reflow temperature for
tin is around 260 °C [12]. The passivation layer, however,
tends to stay relatively stable. This is believed to be due to
the very low level of metallic chromium actually deposited
on the surface during the 311 passivation process. Hence,
the passivation has no driver for oxidation of the metallic
chromium to oxidic chromium. It does, however, show an
increase in the thickness of the tin oxide layer and overall
a larger proportion of hydrated chromium segregated at the
surface of the material. The untreated tinplate measurements
are in line with those in the literature [9, 17] although this
dataset provides improved spatial and elemental resolution.
Thus, while the changes in surface chemistry are not
hugely significant there is evidence that exposure to 200 °C
does begin the process of removal of the hydroxide surface
groups. These changes in surface and near surface chemistry
will likely have an impact on the wet adhesion of any lacquer system [3], and is also likely to impact the corrosion
mechanics for processes such as cathodic delamination and
filiform corrosion [24] as it would likely affect the rate of
water update on the surface of the materials.
The result of the chemical changes observed is that the
thermal pretreatment also leads to an increase in the surface
energy of each substrate, Fig. 7. In each instance, the dispersive element dominates surface energy and there is an
increase in the overall surface energy of around 5 dynes/cm
as a result of the thermal treatment. This increase in the surface energy can be related to the change in the surface oxide
species and is also a reflection of the removal of the DOS oil
which evaporates during the thermal treatment. Both mechanisms would be beneficial to the lacquer adhesion.

Adhesion
35

45

55

65

75

85

2 Theta / θ

(c) 311 Tinplate
Fig. 4  X-ray diffraction graphs of heated and unheated substrates a
ECCS, b TCCT, c 311 passivated tinplate

the TCCT, there is also some evidence of appreciable iron
between 5 and 10 nm and at 200 °C which would tend to
indicate some iron diffusion is occurring.
Exposure to 200 °C results in small changes in the subsurface chemical composition with the 311 tinplate, Fig. 6e, f.
The dominant effect is again an increase in the chrome oxide
levels near the surface region. A small amount of migration
of iron from the black plate and its oxidation to iron oxide is
also evident at a depth of 15 nm within the tinplate substrate.
The tinplate substrate exhibits solid state diffusion of
iron into the tin which starts at 200 °C. This represents an

The net result of the changes in surface chemistry is to effect
a change in the lacquer adhesion, Fig. 8. In all instances,
the highest adhesion is observed with the epoxy phenolic
coating, whether in transparent (vitalure) or white anhydride
pigmented form. On the ECCS and TCCT substrates, the
adhesion for the BPANI polyester materials is only around
50% of that observed with current generation epoxy phenolic
materials. The poorest adhesive performance is observed
with the tinplate substrate while the next generation substrate improves the dry adhesive performance by around a
further 20% compared to the current ECCS substrate. This
relatively lower adhesion strength on the tinplate substrate
is attributed to an alternative failure mechanism which was
observed for the tinplate with failure occurring within the
brittle tin oxide layer below surface chrome/chrome oxide
layers. The exact mechanism by which a small increase in
adhesion is observed with heating may be associated with
the presence of the DOS oil during film formation and some
increased surface oxidation which improves adhesion. There
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Fig. 5  Change in interface chemistry with temperature for each substrate over the temperature range investigated

is no clear trend observed between the adhesion and the presence of the pigment with adhesion behaviour. Both epoxy
materials are similar in performance and thus the impact of
pigment on the adhesion can be considered minimal.
The impact of the heat treatment is to increase the adhesion by around 13% for the ECCS, 10% for the 311 tinplate
(although in absolute magnitude, this is less) and 10% for
the TCCT substrate. From a dry adhesion perspective, the
200 °C pretreatment therefore has a positive impact on the
adhesion properties. From the surface analysis and macro
adhesion measurement, it is proposed that the primary
mechanism in the improvement in adhesion is associated
with increase in the number of oxidic bonding sites on the
surface.

Discussion
Overall, the thermal treatment caused by 200 °C curing of
the printed lacquer on the second side has a positive effect on
lacquer adhesion for all substrates and lacquers. The change
in adhesion can be related to change in the surface chemistry
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and not to any physical changes in the substrate surface.
The reduction in chrome hydroxide and subsequent increase
in surface oxide species increases number of bonding sites
which are available to the organic lacquer. The chemical
process of olation and oxolation occurs at temperatures of
around 100 °C and the temperature is further reduced in the
presence of a vacuum.
The practical impact of the work is that any thermal
loading on the substrate up to 200 °C will have a positive
impact the adhesion of lacquers, increasing the adhesion by
between 5 and 15% depending on the substrate. Whether this
improves product performance will depend on its impact on
other key characteristics such as wet adhesion, corrosion
and surface integrity during forming. The present study has
examined the impact on the dry lacquer/substrate adhesion.
This is important for defects caused by loss of adhesion during the forming process. However, loss of adhesion during
product storage is dependent on lacquer—substrate adhesion
under “wet” conditions. Thus, it would be beneficial to subsequently examine the impact of the thermal pretreatment
on the adhesion when the lacquer and substrate has been
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Fig. 6  Depth profiled XPS for each packaging materials. ECCS: a 20 °C and b 200 °C; TCCT: c 20 °C and d 200 °C; 311 passivated tinplate: e
20 °C and f 200 °C

exposed to the more demanding conditions during canning
and the can-forming process.
The improvement in adhesion with the novel Chrome III
replacement substrate is welcomed and is evidence of a significant technical advance in that improved performance (in
terms of dry adhesion) can be obtained with a more friendly

processing chemistry. Further work should examine whether
this improvement transfers to improved adhesion under wet
conditions and its corrosion performance.
The lower performance of the BPANI coating should
be considered in context that the material is a development material compared to the commercially mature epoxy
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phenolic systems. Optimization of the formulation and curing conditions may close the gap between the BPANI and
epoxy materials. However, a lower dry adhesion does not
bode well for comparable performance in can performance
given increased sensitivity of polyester-based materials
to water vapour. As such there remains a significant challenge in formulating materials. The adhesion properties
of BPANI materials under wet adhesion conditions need
to be examined to correlate dry adhesion to wet adhesion
characteristics.
The dataset created provides the first public dataset where
the three steel packaging substrates (two current and one
developmental) have been examined using identical characterization methods. It has quantified the relative adhesive
performance of the substrates and has identified a mean by
which adhesion can be increased by the addition of a process
step, but without the need for additional capital expenditure.
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An experimental study has been carried out on the effect of
thermal pretreatment on the physical structure and surface
chemistry characteristics of chrome-coated packaging steels.
This has demonstrated that even the moderate temperatures
have an impact on the surface chemical characteristics of
the substrates. For all substrates, surface chrome species
are oxidized and this leads to an improvement in the dry
adhesion between the lacquer/substrate. The mechanism
for the changes in substrate performance when thermally
treated has been identified. The dry adhesion performance
of the Chrome III shows a slight improvement on the current Chrome VI system. Further work should examine the
changes in surface impact on wet adhesion, subsequent substrate corrosion and ultimately the product lifetime.

Vitalure

White
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Fig. 8  Adhesion characteristics of material before and after heating
to 200 °C for the transparent epoxy phenolic (vitalure), white epoxy
phenolic and BPANI coatings
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